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The first Harry Potter book, Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, was published in to immediate popular and critical
acclaim. Six further best- selling.

Yes, J. Financial success In , Forbes named Rowling as the first person to become a US-dollar billionaire by
writing books, [] the second-richest female entertainer and the 1,nd richest person in the world. Rowling's
agent, Neil Blair acted as producer, through his independent production company and with Rick Senat serving
as executive producer. The book was submitted to twelve publishing houses, all of which rejected the
manuscript. Incidentally, Fred was chosen to die over his twin George because he was the slightly more
conspicuous brother. She said that at one point she had considered breaking her arm to get out of writing
because the pressure on her was too much. Rowling then moved to Porto , Portugal, to teach English as a
foreign language. Rowling, her name, before her remarriage, was Joanne Rowling. Florean Fortescue While
Rowling continues to make her annual apologies for the deaths of major characters, one minor character also
got under her skin: Florean Fortescue , the ice cream parlour owner of Diagon Alley. Maybe this was J. In
December of , she and her daughter moved to be near her sister in Edinburgh. After forcing her publishers to
drop her deadline, she enjoyed three years of quiet writing, commenting that she spent some time working on
something else that she might return to when she is finished with the Harry Potter series. The press has
repeatedly claimed that Rowling played a role in his departure, but Rowling stated that she had no say in who
directed the films and would not have vetoed Spielberg. Features The Harry Potter characters J. Rowling in
her childhood Rowling studied for a BA in French and Classics at the University of Exeter , which she says
was a "bit of a shock" as she "was expecting to be amongst lots of similar peopleâ€” thinking radical thoughts.
This affected her very much. Rowling's contribution was an word Harry Potter prequel that concerns Harry's
father, James Potter , and godfather, Sirius Black , and takes place three years before Harry was born. The
couple's daughter, Jessica, was born in  I have colour-coded spreadsheets so I can keep a track of where I am
going. From one Weasley to another? The only time my editor ever saw me cry was over the fate of Teddy.
According to Bloomberg News, Rowling said that "I had hoped to keep this secret a little longer, because
being Robert Galbraith has been such a liberating experience. In , her year-old mother succumbed to a
decade-long battle with multiple sclerosis. The books, Harry Potter: A History of Magic described as the adult
version and Harry Potter: A Journey Through a History of Magic the kid-friendly version , were released on
October 20th and feature manuscripts, original illustrations and an exploration of the Harry Potter characters
and magic.


